
RFP P16-06, Network Switching Infrastructure 

Question & Answers 

Vendor Question Answer 

M&A Technology 
Are we required to be a State 

registered firm? 

 

 

FCS does not require any type of pre-

registration for responding to the 

RFP. If successfully awarded a 

contract vendor will be required to 

register with our school system. 

 

M&A Technology 

The RFP did not specify 

manufacturer of the switching 

devices required 

FCS did not designate specific make 

and models in order to evaluate 

solutions that meet all the 

specifications as requested within the 

RFP document. 

 

Cisco 

Will FCSS allow vendors to 

provide a trade-in credit for the 

existing equipment?   

See addendum two 

Prosys 

Can you elaborate on what you 

mean by “Tab and label with 

response”? 

 

Your solution will be evaluated for 

content, thoroughness, and clarity of 

response to all criteria requested in 

the proposal. Please Tab and Label 

with Response any information 

directly requested. Respond precisely 

and concisely to each and all specific 

questions and/or topics by providing 

the requested information on separate 

pages, clearly labeled in your 

response (IE 3.1.2). 

 

Dysis Solutions 

For how many of the switches 

does the county require redundant 

power supplies? 

That decision will be made after we 

see pricing and can determine 

cost-benefit and what we can 

afford. 



Dysis Solutions 

 

  How many access switch stacks 

are required? The total 

number of switches is 

specified; however the switch 

models required will have 

varying uplink requirements 

based on how many stacks 

there are. 

 

 The reason we are looking for per 

unit quotes is that exact quantities 

will not be worked out until after 

the final design is completed.  We 

are looking at approximately 

250+ stacks 

Dysis Solutions 

 

   What type of fiber is the county 

providing for uplinks? We 

would need to know the mix 

of multimode (OM3, OM4 or 

higher) and singlemode fiber 

links. The distances for all 

links would need to be known 

to ensure the right 

transceivers are specified and 

that the fiber plant is capable 

of supporting 10 Gbps 

transmission rates across 

those distances 

 

     Will be utilizing SFPs to address 

different media requirements 

Dysis Solutions 

 
  Does the county require dual 

uplinks from Access – Access 

Aggregation layers? Similarly 

are dual uplinks required 

from access-aggregation into 

the core / data center layer? 

This possibly increase port 

count and may lead to the 

need to propose different 

models of switches. 

 

Dual preferred 

Dysis Solutions 

 

 For the data center, would the 

county consider waiving the 

requirement for RIPng? 

Including support for this 

single requirement will lead 

us to propose different and 

significantly more costly data 

switches. 

 

See Addendum Three 



 

Dysis Solutions 

      
     For the data center, what type of 

architecture and high availability 

requirement is envisioned? We 

have several options among the 

potential data center switches, 

each with implications regarding 

product selection and cost. The 

specifications as included in the 

RFP are silent in this respect. 

 

Not interested in Data Center switches.  

Primarily interested in a campus design 

network utilizing access and distribution 

switches 

 

Dysis Solutions 

For the data center, we can provide 

either front-back or back-front 

cooling but would need to know 

which is required to specify the 

correct parts in the BOM. 

Front to back if it’s an option but that 

flow is not a requirement 

Dysis Solutions 

 
Can the county confirm that they will 

provide any necessary AC 

power? 

Forsyth is not expecting AC power to be 

provided as part of this proposal 

Dysis Solutions 

Does FCS want each “Tab and label 

with response” on its own single 

page? For example 4.1.a. on a page 

and 4.1.b. start on the next page, etc., 

or does FCS want items within a 

section to follow on the same page as 

space permits? 

Vendor discretion as long as it’s easy to 

follow and spacing between bullets. 

 

Dysis Solutions Is FedEx is acceptable? Yes 



Dysis Solutions 
Will FCS extend the closing time to 

allow for overnight delivery? 

No, FCS has already extended the closing 

date to October 28. 

Dysis Solutions 

 Is FCS looking for just the 

hardware/software or is the 

vendor required to implement 

the entire solution (Switches, 

Network Management, Network 

Access Control and Network 

Application Analytics)? 

 

Forsyth will configure and install on our 

own but will expect Manufacturer Tech 

Support to be available to address 

implementation questions as needed 

Dysis Solutions 

  We understand that FCS wants the 

pricing proposal valid for 8 

months. However, does FCS 

have an Implementation 

Timeline, or a Phased Approach. 

For example: elementary schools 

followed by high schools, or? 

One large order is anticipated and we will 

take deliver all at once.  Occasional 

follow-up orders in smaller quantities or 

for individual pieces of hardware may 

continue over the 8 month period 

Dysis Solutions 

 

   Does FCS require cabling for 

the new equipment, like 

patch cords, etc.? 

 

No 

Dysis Solutions 

    Does FCS require Power 

backup (UPS) for the new 

equipment? 

 

No 

Dysis Solutions 

    Is there adequate rack space in the 

existing closets for the new 

equipment, or will new racks be 

required? 

 

New racks are not to be included in this 

proposal 



Dysis Solutions 

Is the delivery of the equipment 

to be made to a single site or will 

there be multiple sites?  
 

Single site delivery. 
 

Dysis Solutions 

Is the vendor required to ship the 

units at different dates/times over 

this 8-month period or all the 

equipment needs to get delivered 

in one go? In other words, is a 

vendor required to store the 

equipment in their warehouse 

before schools accept the 

shipment? 

One large order is anticipated and we 

will take deliver all at once.  

Occasional follow-up orders in 

smaller quantities or for 

individual pieces of hardware 

may continue over the 8 month 

period. 

 

MXN Corporation 

You asked for 965 access 

switches and 80 aggregation 

switches.  How many ports do 

you want on these switches, 24 or 

48 ports? 

 

We are requesting pricing on both 24 

and 48 port models.  Most to be 

purchased will be 48 port but once we 

get around to finalizing the design the 

exact quantities of each will be 

determined. 

 

MXN Corporation 

Can you clarify the number of 

MDFs and IDFs?  Should we 

assume 80 MDFs given the 80 

aggregations switches in the 

RFP?  How many total IDF’s in 

the school district?  

Approximately how many IDF’s 

will require more than 4 48 or 24 

port switches? 

We are not asking for a design 

proposal with quantities of each 

model per closet and school.  We will 

make those decisions based on the per 

unit pricing we receive. 

 

MXN Corporation 

How many of the data center 

switches from section 4.5 should 

we quote? 

Per unit.  No set quantity 
 

Blue Door Networks 

Does Section 5.8 where you say 
to assume 80 aggregation 

switches map to the switches 
described in section 4.5? 

We will be purchasing approximately 
80 aggregation switches in one form 
or another.  Possibly a combination 

of basic level and a more robust 
“data center” model. 



Blue Door Networks 

Section 4.5 only describes only a 
48 port fiber aggregation switch, 

and section 5.8 describes a 
quantity of 80 aggregation 

switches. Does this imply that 
MDF Closet Aggregation points 

should have redundant 
aggregation switches? 

We simply want to see pricing and 
options for a more robust 

aggregation switch for possible use at 
a small number of locations 

Blue Door Networks 

Section 4.5 only describes a 48 
port fiber aggregation switch. For 

smaller schools this seems 
excessive. If we can offer a 24 

port switch that meets all of the 
requirements, and save 

substantial dollars for the school 
system, is this 

acceptable/desired. 

This is only an option 2 and it is not 
the intent to be purchasing 80 for 

every school 

Blue Door Networks 

Can we assume that all IDF to 
MDF closet connectivity is via 
Fiber Connections with fiber 

appropriate for 10 gig 
connections as well as 1 gig? 

Yes 

Blue Door Networks 

Can we assume that all fiber from 
IDF to MDF conforms to 

requirements for SX and SR 
requirements for 1 and 10 gig 

connectivity? 

Yes 

Blue Door Networks 

Will MDF to Core connections be 
via county owned dark fiber or be 
provided by a third party? What 
kind of fiber connections will be 

required? 
 

Connections are currently via dark 
fiber and over AT&T Wavelength 
circuits.  We will provide jumper 
fibers and are not expecting the 

proposal to include specific counts of 
any component.  Just individual 

component pricing. 

 

Blue Door Networks 

Does a port to closet map exist 
showing how many ports are 

required in every IDF location? 

No, we are not requesting a closet by 
closet proposal 



Blue Door Networks 

Does a port map exist that shows 
MDF to Core connectivity 
requirements/distances? 

 

No 

Blue Door Networks 

Per Amendment 2 can you please 
clarify the last item – is it WS-

C3750G-12S-S or WS-
C3750G-12S-E. 

Approximately 50 WS-C3750G-12S-E 
and 40 WS-C3750G-12S-S 

Blue Door Networks 

Addendum 2 specified a response 

due date of 28 October which was 

changed to October 21st via 

Amendment 4.  Will Forsyth 

County please reconsider 

Amendment 4 and move the due 

date until the 28th of October?   

 

No 

Blue Door Networks 

Section 3.0.D and Amendment 2 

Questions and Answer 

Responses. Amendment 2 stated 

Forsyth intends to configure and 

install the proposed equipment 

with support to be available to 

answer specific implementation 

questions.  However, Section 

3.0.D states it would like “…a 

statement pertaining to the 

labor/staff that will be utilized in 

the performance of this contract.  

This statement should include 

experience, qualifications, 

training, etc.”  Please clarify the 

intent of Section 3.0.D since 

Forsyth is not requiring any 

implementation support for this 

project.  Is Forsyth getting 

clarification of local/remote 

personnel that may be available to 

support the deployment if so 

required?  Will this support be a 

costed item or does Forsyth desire 

implementation support included 

in the equipment costs? 

We are looking for qualifications of 

the vendor’s staff should we choose 

to enlist additional professional 

services 



Layer 3 Communications 

     

    In section 4.5g in the Special 

Terms and Conditions it 

states “Annual Maintenance 

and Support costs must be 

guaranteed to not exceed a 

specified percentage of initial 

purchase price.”This section 

is specific to the Data Center 

Switch, in order to quote a 

percentage of the initial 

purchase price for support we 

will need to know what level 

of support is required.  Could 

you specify? 

 

We need the ability to update the 

OS\Features and Replace failed 

hardware for the life of the product 

Layer 3 Communications 

What level of support is required 

for the Data Center switches? Is 

there a hardware replacement 

specification and if so, what is the 

time frame (Ex. Next Business 

Day, 4-hour, Best Effort)? Is the 

support hardware only or would 

you need on-site replacement as 

well? 

We will maintain a spare pool for all 

switches, so the standard lifetime 

warranty is all that we require 

Layer 3 Communications 

What types of optics (Ex. Long 

range, short range, 1G, 10G) 

optics would you all like quoted 

in our response?  Would you 

prefer a comprehensive list of all 

optics offered instead? 

All optics offered. 

 

Layer 3 Communications 

Do we need to provide a per 

unit cost for stacking 

cables, optics etc? 

Yes 

Layer 3 Communications 

Do we need to provide 

installation services and if so 

please describe the services 

needed 

No 

 


